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During the best of times, cashflow is vital to the well-being of  
a business.  When cash is under pressure, as it is in the current 
credit crunch, ensuring that you are paid, and paid on time, is even  
more important.

The principle cause of cashflow problems is late payment which is 
exacerbated by lack of payments for extra work and changes, and 
the acceptance of retention provisions in our contracts.  In giving our 
customers credit, we are effectively offering them an interest-free 
loan.  Clearly, the sooner our invoices are paid, the sooner we can use 
the money to re-invest in ourselves.

While we must all watch out for ourselves and our own business, 
the Subcontractors Trade Association continues to support you 
through various Committees.  We continue to make this a stronger 
industry by fighting for prompt payments, fair contracting 
practices, retention reduction or elimination, and dissemination of  
important information.

If we are not the masters of our own destiny, we are the puppets of 
others.  I personally prefer to be my own master.

Sincerely,

Robert A. Samela, President
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When The Tide Goes Out, All The 
Boats Go Down… 
How to Increase Your Net Worth During Periods of Low Tides

When it comes to investing your hard earned dollars, we often are faced with how 
to invest those dollars to ensure the greatest gains with the smallest amount of risk.  
Remember the dot com days?  We got so excited we invested everything in this latest 
trend with little thought to diversification.  

BY MIke MeYers, scOTT TAscH AND NIck PALuMBO

continued on page 5

 When it comes to investing, diversification is the name 
of the game.  You don’t want to “put all your eggs in 
the same basket” because it can make the difference 
between financial success and devastation.  

Sound investment management means purchasing 
assets that have different risk characteristics, react 
differently to a given economic scenario and whose 
returns increase or decrease at different times and to 
different degrees.  Any investor can perform well when 
financial markets are rising but it’s the investor who 
selects investments among a number of asset classes 
who will emerge ahead of the pack when the market 
turns bearish.    

The ups and Downs of the Waters current 

How do you apply the concept of structuring your 
investment portfolio among a number of asset classes?  
Assuming you’ve already determined your investment 
objectives, evaluated your current financial position, 
risk tolerance and timeframes, you can begin to pick 
investments that historically do not move in relation 
to one another and inherently are diversified.  For 
example, we know from history that when interest 
rates are low, bond prices go up and when interest 
rates rise, bond prices fall.  Additionally, if stock returns 
are increasing, the returns on Treasury bills would be 
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expected to decrease slightly.  And, if T-bill returns are 
decreasing, inflation is likely to be decreasing which 
is generally beneficial for stock returns.  Therefore, 
one theory would be to balance your stock portfolio 
with T-bills.  This historical information is good for 
the investor because it enables you to allocate your 
investment dollars among a number of categories to 
help minimize your risk exposure*.    

Methods to reduce risk

Additionally, stewards of the market know there are 
two types of investment risk – those that you cannot 
eliminate (systematic risk) and those that you can 
diversify (unsystematic risk).  Through unsystematic 
risk you can minimize your financial exposure because 
this form of risk is directly associated with particular 
securities and depends on factors unique to a particular 
asset which can be reduced through diversification.  
It’s through the awareness and understanding of 
different types of investment risks that successful 
investors increase their net worth.    

Unsystematic Risk:  business risk, default risk, ♦	
liquidity risk, financial risk and marketability risk

Systematic Risk:  market risk, reinvestment risk, ♦	
purchasing power risk, currency risk and interest 
rate risk 

unsystematic risk  

Let’s review business risk and how it may impact 
your investment and ultimately, your net worth.  

Companies can succeed or fail on the basis of its products, 
competitiveness and management.  This uncertainty 
represents a “business risk” to shareholders.  There is no 
avoiding this risk if we own shares only in one company.  
However, even within a portfolio of one asset category, 
purchasing many different issues reduces the chance of 
a single issue causing havoc with the entire investment.  
In a portfolio composed entirely of stocks, the purchase 
of many issues representing different industries reduces 
the portfolio’s business risk.  The good fortunes of some 
companies will likely offset the misfortunes of other 
companies experiencing difficulties.

systematic risk   

Since there is an uncertainty of return inherent in any 
market system, systematic risk cannot be diversified 
because “when the tide goes out, all the boats go down”.  
So when there is a general decline in the economy it tends 
to send the entire stock market into decline, depressing 
stock prices of good companies and bad.  This is a market 
risk, a type of systematic risk that cannot be reduced 
through diversification.  This doesn’t mean you shouldn’t 
invest in the stock market.  It suggests that you should 
diversify away some of this systematic risk by allocating 
some of your assets into a different “system” other than 
the U.S. stock market.  You may also choice debt securities, 
previous materials, real estate or foreign securities while 
keeping in mind how these asset classes move in relation 
to one another.

Remember, diversification could be a good financial 
strategy. Review your investment portfolio today to ensure 
you are well suited for the ups and downs of the market.

* All historical facts and correlations are based on past returns so 

there is no certainty that these negative relationships will exist in 

the future.    

Mike, Scott and Nick may be reached at 914-825-1000 or  

914-288-8888. 

continued from page 3

2001 Marcus Avenue, Suite S265  
Lake Success, NY 11042
(516) 256.4444
www.gcmsystemsllc.com

Full construction accounting systems from Estimating, Job 
Costing and Service Management to Payroll, Accounts 

Receivable and Project Management.

We are your local computer technology specialist for the 
Construction, Manufacturing and Distribution Industries.

Technology Solutions

MAS 90 MAS 200 MAS 500
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The Subcontractors Trade Association hosted an important Market Recovery Forum on 

September 24, 2008 at its monthly membership meeting. The meeting was attended by almost 

200 participants, including subcontractors and union officials with the goal of coming together 

to discuss ways to increase market share in key markets, especially those that have been 

affected by the credit crunch, like high-rise residential.  General contractor representatives, 

Richard Wood, President of Plaza Construction, and Jim Abadie, Principal of the New York 

Office for Bovis Lend Lease, prepared a special presentation outlining the changing economics 

of development in New York in light of the current economic downturn and credit freeze for 

development and construction projects.  Contractors and labor officials engaged in an open 

dialogue highlighting ways that the industry can remain competitive, and attendees agreed to 

continue discussions at upcoming meetings hosted by the Construction Industry Partnership.

contractors and Labor Leaders 
come Together for Industry  
Market recovery Program
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Achieving success in a competitive business environment is an increasing challenge. In today’s 

environment of rising supply costs, financial market turmoil and diminishing backlog, planning is 

critical. The recent challenges presented by the turmoil on Wall Street bring additional importance 

to a survey being undertaken by McGraw-Hill’s New York Construction and Grassi & Co., CPA’s.

New survey Available

To gain this insight, Grassi & Co., CPA’s, one of the region’s leading accounting firms, has developed a survey tool 
that will help collect important information about the way contractors and subcontractors manage and grow their 
companies.  An industry Board of Advisors was convened recently at McGraw-Hill to provide guidance on the survey. 
It is sure to be an important measuring tool used to plan for the market ahead.

“Planning is always important, but with project uncertainty, diminishing backlog and the cost of money rising, it 
is critical to have this insight into where we are and where we’re going,“ explains Lou Grassi, managing partner at 
Grassi & Co., CPAs. 

The aim of the survey is to better understand the present and future of the construction market from the vantage 
point of construction company owners.  A future survey effort will focus on architecture and engineering firms. 

McGraw-Hill Industry 
survey seeks sightline 
on the state of the  
construction Business

October 2008

continued on page 11
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The survey will seek to uncover economic trends that will 
impact the way firms operate and companies grow in the 
coming years.

“The main question is ‘what’s going on in the 
marketplace?’” says Grassi, whose firm has undertaken 
similar surveys that have chronicled construction cycles 
including the ’89-’92 cycle which reported major changes 
in the New York construction market.

“We all know about our backlog,” adds Seth Horowitz, 
Publisher of New York Construction.  “We all know the 
projects we have on the books, the skyline is booming, 
but where is the market heading? We’re looking for 
what’s next.”

About the survey

Many readers may have already been asked to participate 
in the survey. Participants include firms of different sizes 
and financial profiles and firms will be stratified into one 
of several groups that are being examined. The survey 
includes questions covering seven different topical areas 
that are critically important to understanding current 
business operations including company profile, work and 
contracts, self improvement and technology, business, 
financial tools and controls, business development and 
the future.

Participants can expect the survey to take 15 minutes to 
complete. The answers to our survey will be compiled 
by a review team and developed into a comprehensive 
report that will provide important information for use in 
planning over the next several years.

• Section one asks for information about your company 
including general information, information on MWBE 
certification, union status, corporate ownership and 
questions about owner transition planning.  

• Section two focuses on work and contracts and 
focuses on whether work is public or private, its size and 
scope and geographical focus. This section also seeks 
information on bidding, bonding, and backlog and on 
joint ventures and associations. 

• Section three includes questions on self-improvement, 
training and technology.  

• Section four focuses on profits, litigation, and access 
to capital and bonding and company benefit plans.  

• Section five concerns financial tools and controls 
including employee honesty. 

• Section six deals with business plans.

• Section seven looks into an outlook for the future 
including economic projections and an outlook for 
construction activity. 

How to Participate

A copy of the survey will be included in “Your Brand and 
Your Bottom Line,” a special supplement to McGraw-Hill 
New York Construction in the November issue.  

The supplement will feature the insight of industry 
experts on the areas of business planning and marketing 
for construction firms facing the challenge of a changing 
economic climate. 

To access the survey online, please visit:  www.grassicpas.
com/2009survey.  For a copy, please contact Adam Wolf 
at 516-336-2466. Responses are strictly confidential and 
will not be shared with anyone. The results for the survey 
will only be reported in aggregate form.

Where’s Your Plan?
Industry experts acknowledge changes in the current construction market are on the horizon.  
With backlog diminishing and market corrections apparent in both the commercial and 
residential markets, are you ready with your business,  marketing and operating plans to ride 
out the changing economy and advance your firm for the next construction cycle?

A half-day program, Your Brand & Your Bottom Line Preparing for a Changing Economy, will 
be held November 17, 8-12 at the McGraw Hill Conference Center. 

Save the date and learn how to devise marketing and business plans to meet the challenges 
of the changing economy. For more information, visit: www.navigatingopportunities.com/
yourbusinessplan.
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Cutting-Edge Innovation for Green Construction
As a leader in green construction, Park Avenue offers environmentally friendly materials, including Guardian fi berglass 
insulation, low VOC paint, recycled gypsum and steel products, LEED’s valued products and Energy Star-rated windows.  
Ask us about our environmental certifi cations and look for energy conservation logos on many of our products.

  2120 Atlantic Ave, Brooklyn, NY 11233  |  Tel (718) 403-0100  |  Fax (718) 596-5085
525 Park Ave, Brooklyn, NY 11205  |  Tel (718) 403-0100  |  Fax (718) 522-7362
 www.parkavebuilding.com

NEW YORK CITY’S

PREMIER GREEN 
MBE SUPPLIER

 

Going Green on Your Next Project
As an innovative MBE company, Park Avenue Building & Roofi ng Supplies 
provides an expanded roster of environmentally friendly products for your next 
project.  We are certifi ed by Dormitory Authority of the State of NY, Empire State 
Corporation, Port Authority of NY/NJ, School Construction Authority, NY/NJ Purchasing
Council, Department of Small Business Services.

Setting the Standard in High-Quality Products 
Park Avenue provides one-stop shopping for the best-in-class building materials, including the following product lines:  
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STAOP- ED ONE SUBCONTRACTOR’S PERSPECTIvE

1 Create Union jobs with fair pay and benefits to help expand New York’s middle class. 

2 Increase tax base to improve New York City’s economy, as every $1 invested in 
construction yields $1.53 in economic activity.

3 Jobs help reduce foreclosures and let people stay in their homes. 

4 Drop in the cost of commodities means lower bids to public entities.

5 Less private work means lower bids. 

6 Improved infrastructure allows local governments to compete globally and brings 
more jobs to the local economy.

7 Roads, bridges and tunnels desperately need repair to provide safer and more 
efficient transportation. 

8 Public schools will need more space as families turn away from private schools due  
to cost. 

9 Expansion and new construction is needed to reduce overcrowding in hospitals.  

10 Layoffs in the financial industry can be offset by increased hiring in the construction 
industry, similar to the WPA during the Great Depression.

1 0  R E A S O N S  F O R  P U B L I C  S E C T O R  T O  B U I L D  N O W
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BY JAY kusHNer, esQ., OF COUNSEL, ALvY & TABLANTE, LLP AND STA LEGAL COUNSEL

L E G A L  L O G

A recent case shows how important 
it is for the billing party, in this case 
a construction manager working on 
a time and materials contract, to 
properly and promptly bill the paying 
party pursuant to the contract.  In this 
case, the contract provided that the 
construction manager had to submit 
to the owner, monthly requisitions 
for reimbursable expenses.  The 
owner had budgeted $75,000 for 
insurance, but was billed over a nine 
month period the sum of $86,331.14.

After completion of the project, the 
construction manager performed an 
internal audit and discovered that 
it had inadvertently failed to bill 
$197,004 for insurance premiums and 
submitted an additional bill.  The 
owner rejected the additional bill 
because it was not billed monthly as 
required in the contract.  The owner 
maintained that this alleged error 
prejudiced it and prevented it from 
taking timely action to control its 
bills and reduce its expenses.  The 
construction manager claimed that it 
did not discover the true amount of 
this reimbursable expense earlier due 
to staff reductions.  It maintained 
that the owner should not receive 
a windfall and should pay this 
additional reimbursable item, which 
after all, should be its responsibility 
under the contract.  Why should the 
construction manager have to pay 
an insurance expense that was the 
owner’s responsibility?

Initially, the court stated that the 
construction manager failed to follow 
the contract, by failing to submit 
accurate timely monthly invoices for 
the cost of insurance.  The court then 
went on to explain why this breach 
of contract was material.  The legal 
principle of “account stated” wherein 
bills are sent and received without 
objection is similar to a contract 
between the parties wherein they 
have reached agreements as to the 
amount due for various transactions.  
The court recognizes, however, that 
there could have been a mistake or 
other “equitable considerations” 
which could have impeached the 
“account stated.”

The Court explained however that 
the problem that existed in this case 
was that the construction manager 
was the only party which had full 
knowledge of the actual costs, but 
it waited eight months after the 
completion of the project before 
discovering its error and sending 
the revised and much larger invoice.  
The owner maintained that failure 
to follow the contract requirement 
prejudiced and hurt the owner 
because it was deprived of the right 
to review, challenge and address 
the much higher than anticipated 
insurance costs when they occurred.  
Therefore, the Court concluded that 
the failure to bill in accordance with 
the contract requirements was a 
material breach of the contract

and the construction manager 
was not entitled to any further 
reimbursement. If the owner  
received a windfall, the Court found 
that it was the sole fault of the 
construction manager. No other 
party had the information.

This sounds like a harsh decision, 
but as the Court points out the 
construction manager brought it on 
all by itself, by failing to follow the 
explicit monthly billing requirements 
of the contract.  The lesson to be 
learned, one we have stressed many 
times in this column, know your 
contract provisions, and do your 
best to follow them.  Mistakes are 
not always subject to correction 
later on.  While in this case, it was 
a construction manager who was 
victimized by its own failure to follow 
contract provisions, the principle 
involved could just as likely be applied 
to subcontractors.  Perhaps a more 
sympathetic Court may have invoked 
legal principles that would have by-
passed this unintentional error that 
resulted in a windfall for the owner.  
But don’t count on it.

Mr. Kushner is Of Counsel to the law firm of 
Alvy & Tablante, LLP.  He may be reached at 
(516) 328-7181.

Failure to Follow contractual  
Billing Time requirements 
results in Loss of claim
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BY HeNrY L. GOLDBerG, MANAGING PArTNer, GOLDBerG & cONNOLLY

 

“DAMAGes 
FOr DeLAY”
Major NYc reform  
A Good start—
Further reform  
Is Necessary

continued on next  page 

An epic battle of at least ten years in duration has taken a positive turn for the contracting community.  In 1998, the 
STA played a leadership role in an industry-wide coalition to promote fairness in public contracting.  Its goal was to 
outlaw the notorious No Damage for Delay (NDFD) clause from all public works construction contracts in New York 
State and to render them unenforceable.  The public owners’ “risk shifting” game was being directly challenged.  

Sound like a pipedream?  In fact, the bill I helped draft in l998 passed the New York State Senate unanimously and 
passed the Assembly by all but four votes!  Governor Pataki, completely surprised by this turn of events, sat on the 
bill for over six months before ultimately vetoing it in the closing days of the year.  

There have been other close calls, but this past summer the Bloomberg Administration took a significant step 
towards fairness regarding these categorical, risk-shifting, NDFD contract provisions.  The City didn’t go far enough, 
as will be discussed below, but I for one will give “the devil its due” and publicly acknowledge a major step in the 
direction of reform.  It has been a long time in coming.

Arguments that NDFD reform would be a win/win proposition, protecting contractors from owner-caused delay, 
while enhancing competition and sharpening bid prices, have historically been met with misplaced cynicism by 
NYC.   However, the City has now seen the light.  Perhaps motivated by the “buyers’ market” caused by the public 
construction boom in NYC and/or the resulting marked diminution in competition at City bids, NYC has been looking 
for ways to attract more bidders.

The NDFD reform is part of a series of reforms first announced by Mayor Bloomberg in July.  The City’s reform of 
its notorious NDFD provision (Article 13) is part of a three year pilot program designed to improve its contracting 
efforts.  The goal is to increase competition in the building of the City’s infrastructure and to drive down the cost 
of the City’s construction.  City officials estimate that with just two or three more contractors bidding on every City 
project, the City could save more than $330 million dollars each year.  

16 STA Subcontractors News



With regard to the elimination of NDFD from their 
construction contracts, all capital projects solicited by the 
City’s major construction Departments (DDC, DOT, DEP, 
and Parks) between $5 million and $200 million (and 
in some cases in excess of $200 million) will be eligible.  
About 100 projects per year should benefit from this 
reform.  Therefore, not all NYC projects will have the new 
provision (Article 11) and, regrettably, the current NDFD 
provision (Article 13) will continue to be in force for a 
significant number of projects.  For participating projects, 
City officials will be monitoring bid prices, the level of 
competition, project costs and schedule performance, as 
well as claim volume and values.

Another major, commendable goal of the City, of course, 
will be to modify the well-entrenched behavior of its own 
Departments so that construction issues can be resolved 
in a timely fashion and with fewer formal disputes.   
This will not be easy, but with the first financial 
accountability for delay in decades being imposed upon 
NYC employees, City construction managers should 
eventually begin responding.  

recOGNIZeD DeLAYs  -  “THe GOOD NeWs”

Under the new provisions, the City of New York, on 
certain clearly identified projects, will pay for delay and 
impact damages caused by:

•  The failure of the City to take reasonable measures 
to coordinate and progress the Work, except that 
the City shall not be responsible for the Contractor’s 
obligation to coordinate and progress the Work of its 
subcontractors.

•  Extended delays attributable to the City in the review 
or issuance of change orders, in shop drawing reviews 
and approvals or as a result of the cumulative impact 
of multiple change orders, which constitute a material 
change to the Work and which have a verifiable impact 
on project costs.

•  The unavailability of the site for an extended period of 
time that significantly affects the scheduled completion 
of the contract.

•  The issuance by the Engineer of a stop work order 
relative to a substantial portion of work for a period 
exceeding thirty days that was not brought about 
through any action or omission of the Contractor.

•  Differing site conditions that were not known or 
reasonably ascertainable on a pre-bid inspection of the 
site or review of the bid documents or other publicly 
available sources and that are not ordinarily encountered 
in the Project’s geographical area or neighborhood or 
in the type of work to be performed. 

•  Delays caused by the City’s bad faith or its willful, 
malicious, or grossly negligent conduct; 

• Delays not contemplated by the parties; 

•  Delays so unreasonable that they constitute an 
intentional abandonment of the Contract by the City; 
and

•  Delays resulting from the City’s breach of a fundamental 
obligation of the Contract.

sIGNIFIcANT LIMITATIONs – “THe  BAD NeWs”

Of course, the most significant limitation is the “pilot 
project” aspect of this reform. It is neither City-wide 
nor permanent.  Therefore, before bidding on any 
NYC project, inclusion of the new provision (Article 11) 
allowing for damages for delay compensation in the 
particular project’s contract should be confirmed.

Significantly, a glaring loophole in the reform is the 
specific exclusion of delays caused by “acts or omissions 
of any third parties.” This excludes from coverage, for 
example, utility company-caused delays, an extremely 
important delay/impact factor in New York City.

In addition, new Article 11 precludes the award of “profit, 
or loss of anticipated or unanticipated profit”, as well as 
“interest on monies in dispute.”  This is contrary to well 
accepted construction claim practices which routinely 
allow for reasonable overhead and profit markups on 
claims, as well as interest on sums due.

cOMMeNTArY

All told, this is real progress.  But we are not fully there 
yet.  This important reform should apply to all New 
York City projects.  Furthermore, it should allow for 
third party-caused delays, as well as for lost profits and 
interest on claims, as virtually every other  public owner  
category -federal, state, authority and municipal-routinely 
allow.   Third party causations are a huge problem in 
NYC and it is wholly untenable for the City to expect 
contractors to assume the risk of this eventuality.  This is 
no way to aggressively solicit lower bids.

We applaud the City for its effort and its intentions.  
While it was self-motivated in attempting to obtain: (1) 
improved bidder competition with resulting lower prices, 
and (2) earlier completions as its own Department’s 
become directly accountable financially for delay, this 
reform is very much welcomed.  In theory, this could 
provide both better managed NYC projects and greater 
protection for contractors eligible for fair compensation 
for NYC-caused impact and delay on applicable projects.   

continued from page 16
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It seems apparent that the country, 
and New York City, will soon be hit 
with a recession, possibly one of 
length and depth.  While to this point 
unemployment has held steady, talk 
of large Wall Street layoffs, dismal 
retail reports and credit scarcity will 
leave few area business unscathed 
every company needs to begin 
thinking about how to survive in the 
coming months and years.  Some 
will simply reverse course from the 
boom times—hunker down, cut all 
costs, cross their fingers and hope 
for the best. Thinking defensively 
and passively, however, ensures that 
your business will remain hostage 
to   market forces, never rising above 
them.   In fact, what you do in an 
economic downturn is what separates 
the truly gifted, business-minded 
from the rest – when approached 
strategically, you can not only 
weather the rough times, but identify 
and pursue new opportunities.

The most critical marketing  
opportunity within your company 
is, of course, your team and existing 
clients.  Now is the time to reach out 
to them.  Whether your firm sells 
directly to the consumer or you are 
a business-to-business organization, 
your target audience is looking 
exclusively at the bottom-line-brand 
or company loyalty may be less of a 
priority.  Let clients know that you 
are strong and that you will continue 
to perform above and beyond your 
competition. Most importantly, 

let your clients know that you 
understand the challenges they face; 
illustrate how you can help solve their 
problems and relieve their anxieties.

Personal notes from the president, 
a direct phone call or even an 
inexpensive postcard campaign are 
all perfect ways to reinforce your 
core message:  that you offer value 
and strength.  

Most importantly in times like these, 
your existing marketing efforts 
should be maintained as much as 
possible. Maintaining your presence 
in the market is critical to remaining 
at the forefront of clients’ and 
prospects’ minds.  You have a strong 
message, and you should continue to 
get it out.  If you have run a powerful 
ad campaign, keep going when your 
competitors may be decreasing their 
marketing efforts.  These efforts will 
not only keep your company in front 
of your clients and prospects, but it 
will also show your company is ready 
to weather the economic storm.

A public relations strategy is an 
important and cost-effective part 
of an effective marketing campaign.  
Continue to send out company press 
releases on your achievements.  And 
follow-up with the media – when 
Wall Street news and the presidential 
election are monopolizing the news 
media, it may take longer to get other 
news in the papers.  In addition, you 
position yourself as an expert in your 

field.  Take time to research the top 
editors and reporters in your field 
and let them know you are available 
to comment on any story related to 
your business.  You should also be 
searching for speaking engagements 
to trade associations, seminars 
or debate forums.  These events 
provide direc t contac t with 
the decision-makers you need to 
reach and are an ideal source of free 
publicity. 

The coming months are sure to be 
difficult and unsteady for many, but 
keeping your clients’ needs in mind, 
along with your own marketing 
objectives, will put you ahead of 
your competition and shore up your 
business.  A prudent but aggressive 
marketing approach can help you 
ride out the storm, and even prosper, 
during these challenging times.  

Sarah Berman serves as President 
of The Berman Group, a full-service 
marketing, public relations and 
special events organization in New 
York City.  The firm specializes in 
serving business-to-business clients 
in the real estate, construction and 
professional services industries.  
The firm’s website can be found at 
bermangrp.com.

Get Out There and Market Yourself 
in a challenging economy

BY SARAH S. BERMAN, PRESIDENT, THE BERMAN GROUP, INC.
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The McDonough Law Firm, L.L.P. 
 

Serving the Construction Industry for over  
50 years 

 
Construction Law 
Commercial Litigation 
Real Estate 
Insurance Law 
Professional Liability 
Code Violations 

 

The firm provides a full range of legal services to construction  
companies, commercial enterprises, professionals and government bodies. 

44 Wall Street, 12th Floor             145 Huguenot Street, Ste. 320 
New York, New York 10005             New Rochelle, New York 10801 
(212) 461-7113                         (914) 632-4700    
(212) 461-2223 (Fax)                           (914) 632-3329 (Fax)  
    
   943 Holmdel Road 
   Holmdel, New Jersey 07733 
   (732) 332-1900 
   (732) 332-1093 (Fax) 
 
                                  Website:  www.MMCTHK.com 
 

Castellano, Korenberg & Co., CPA’s, P.C. 
313 W. Old Country Road, Ste 1 

Hicksville, NY 11801 
Phone (516) 937-9500   Fax (516) 932-0485 

Neal Korenberg           Daniel Castellano            Mark Samet (Seated) 
      Partner                     Managing Partner                  Tax Principal 

The Construction CPA Firm of Choice! 
Specialists in Banking and Bonding Credit Enhancement Together with Strategic Income

Tax Planning & Minimization
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GENERAL CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBILITIES

1. Review Contract With Subcontractor

2. Distribute Contract For Signature

3.  Review Insurances And Notify Contractor Of   
 Compliance

4.  Distribute Project Schedule With Separate Chart For 
Schedule Of Values

 a. Monies To Be Scheduled For Payment As Work Is  
  Being Performed
 b. Progress Payments To Be Scheduled

5.  Requisition To Be Reviewed With Discrepancies 
Discussed A Maximum Of Ten Days After Submittal, 
Revised Requisition To Be Submitted

6.  Funds To Be Released By Owner To Be Kept In Escrow 
Account (Interest Bearing) 30 Days Prior

7.  Payments Scheduled For Payment 15 Days From End Of 
Month Submitted

8. Retention Until 50% Of Project Complete

9.  Extra Estimates/Change Orders To Be Reviewed ASAP

10. Payments Scheduled Monthly 

11. T & M Tickets To Be Reviewed And Signed Daily

12.  Contractor Invoice And Approved Tickets To Be 
Prepared ASAP

13.  Final Requisition Contingent On Completion Of All 
Work

 a. Receipt Of As Builts, If Required
 b. Receipt Of Guar
 c. Receipt Of Liens

14. Transparency of owners and timeliness.

15.  Notice of when GC is funded and first tier 
subcontractors are funded

An update on the sTA’s  
“Get Paid” strategy
In today’s financial climate of limited credit availability, it is even more important that subcontractors receive 
prompt pay.  With this thought in mind, the STA created the “Get Paid Committee” to meet periodically to 
discuss the vital topic of timely payments to subcontractors.  

In early October members of the committee met with the Contractor Members of the Contractors’ Association 
of Greater New York (CAGNY) and are scheduled to meet with members of the Building Contractors 
Association (BCA) to continue this necessary dialogue.  There have been positive discussions throughout 
the fall, resulting in a preliminary Responsibility List for both subcontractors and general contractors and 
construction managers.  These responsibilities include:

SUBCONTRACTOR RESPONSIBILITIES

1. Review Contract & Specifications
 a.  Negotiate Best Payment Terms, Including Requisition 

Period
 b.  Is Project Fast-Trac?  If So, How Has Owner And General 

Contractor Scheduled Payment For Subcontractor?
 c. Confirm Schedule Of values Procedures 
 d. Confirm Change Order Procedures
 e. Negotiate Retainage

2. Sign Contract

3. Secure Payment Performance Bond

4.  Secure Appropriate Insurance, Include Additional 
Insured (OCIP, CCIP, Etc.)

5. Submit Schedule Of Values For Requisition Purpose

6. Submit Unit Prices And Labor Rates

7. Submit Wage Rate Breakdown

8.  Submit Detailed, On-Time Requisitions By 15th Of 
Month With Projection To End Of Month (Include 
Pending Change Orders)

9.  Submit Extra Estimates With Change Orders And 
Percent Complete As Required (Use Standard Industry 
Change Order Form)

 a.  Formal Change Orders Should Be Issued Prior To Work 
Being Performed

 b.  Estimates Should Follow Standard Form And Should 
Provide As Much Detail As Possible, Including Labor And 
Material.  Should Be Negotiated Prior To Work Being 
Performed.

 c.  Record Intervening Circumstances That Create Delays Or 
Scope Changes.

10.  Submit T & M With Proper Invoice And Signed Ticket As 
Required.  T & M Slips Should Be Submitted Daily And 
Returned Daily For Immediate Billing.
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contractor that it is suspected of 
submitting a false claim or the 
contractor believes another indi-
vidual or entity has submitted a 
false claim, it should collect and 
review its records, and contact an 
experienced attorney for advice.   

To contact Mr. Henry L. Goldberg, 
call (516) 764-2800 or e-mail him 
directly at:
hlgoldberg@goldbergconnolly.com

Michael J. Rosenthal, an associate 
with Goldberg & Connolly, assisted 
with the preparation of the article.

a contractor to act carefully. Con-
tractors should also make their 
personnel aware of these new 
“false claims” issues and should 
implement a standardized docu-
mentation procedure in order 
to assure that when requisitions 
and claims are submitted they 
are valid and can be supported 
by an accurate, detailed and 
complete “paper trail.”  Be mind-
ful that the “Qui Tam” provision 
in the Act allows a contractor 
or one of its employees to bring 
an action on behalf of the State.  
In the event the State informs a 

Continued from Page 17

 
KEVIN M. GARY 

 

ROBERT M. WASKO 
 

GARY Y. WIRTH 
 

www.tlggr.com 

A NEW YORK LAW FIRM SPECIALIZING IN 
CONTRUCTION LAW FOR OVER 45 YEARS 

 
 

100 JERICHO QUADRANGLE 
SUITE 309 

JERICHO, NEW YORK 11753-2702 
TELEPHONE: (516) 240-8900 
FACSIMILE: (516) 240-8950 

Dominick Scotto
President

Armitage & Co., Inc.
A USI Company
Construction Practice Group
125 Froehlich Farm Blvd.
Woodbury, NY 11797
www.usi.biz
Email: dominick.scotto@usi.biz

Phone: 516.921.6700, Ext. 324
Fax:     469.675.6691
Cell:    516.978.1445

PROTECT.  MANAGE.  GROW.

STA has redesigned its website.

For more information, please visit
the site that now includes several 
special features:

MWBE Trade Directory
• A searchable Members Directory
• Archived STA Newsletters
• Current Calendar Events
• Monthly Updated Homepage 

Vist and find out more at
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Learn from
experts

With the financial markets in turmoil, backlog 
diminishing, more project uncertainty and 
the cost of money rising, are you ready with 
business and marketing plans to thrive?

Lou Grassi, CPA, CFE
Grassi & Co., CPAs

William Marino
Allied North America

Michael J. Garner
SCA

William Gilbane
Gilbane Construction

Jay Badame
Tishman Construction

John Rapaport
Component Assesmbly Systems

Renee Sacks, P.h.D.
Sacks Communications

Patricia Harris, Esq.
Zetlin & De Chiara

Jennifer Murphy
Plaza Construction

Seth Horowitz
McGraw-Hill Construction

www.navigatingopportunities.com

Are you ready
  2009?for

Monday
November 17, 2008
8am – 11.30am
McGraw-Hill Conference Center

1221 Avenue of the Americas

Come together with industry 
experts to develop a plan to 
navigate new challenges and
excel in any market.

For more information, visit
www.navigatingopportunities.com
or call Jenny Chen at 212.904.2332 or
email her at jenny_chen@mcgraw-hill.com

To register:
Fax this form to: 212.904.2335 or click here

Who Should Attend
This program is designed for CEOs, CFOs and
business development and marketing professionals.

Fee: $95 per person.
Additional registrations from the same firm:
$85 per person
Name:__________________________________________
Company Name:__________________________________
Address:________________________________________
Phone:_________________________________________
Email:__________________________________________
Additional Attendees:
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

 Credit Card Information.

      AMEX    Visa    MasterCard
Card Holders Name:_______________________________
Card  Number:____________________________________
Exp Date:_______________________________________
Signature:_______________________________________

 Please bill my firm.
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Board of Directors: 
Joseph AzArA
C.D.e. Air Conditioning

peter CAfiero
island painting 

MiChAel D. ChAfetz
MDC Construction Management, inc.

John A. finAMore
Jordan panel systems

MiChAel CheCChi
oMC sheet Metal

CrAig gilston
gilston electrical Contracting

henry golDberg
goldberg & Connolly

DAviD hArron
A/C electric

MitChell MerDinger
C.D.e. Air Conditioning

Monet MilAD
Milad Contracting Corporation

rAquel nunez
nunez electric, inc.

John rApAport
Component Assembly systems, inc.

rAnDy rifelli
united iron, inc.

John villAfAne
eldor electric, llC

robert Weiss
A.J. Mcnulty & Co., inc.

Subcontractors News
1430 broadway - suite 1600 
new york, ny 10018

t: 212.398.6220 
f: 212.398.6224

e-mail: subcontractorstrade@verizon.net 
website: www.stanyc.com

Officers
robert samela, president
gary segal, vice president
W. scott rives, vice president
Jerry liss, treasurer
robert Ansbro, secretary 
ronald s. berger, executive Director

Upcoming Events
General Membership Meeting 
Wednesday, october 29, 2008 – 5:30 pM 
terrace on the park 
 
Executive Committee Meeting 
thursday, november 6, 2008 – 8:00 AM

Board of Directors Meeting 
tuesday, november 11, 2008 – 5:30 pM

Active Past Presidents
fred levinson 
Arthur rubinstein 
lawrence roman 
larry Weiss 
gregory s. fricke, Jr.  
Alan nathanson (honorary) 
ronald s. berger


